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Participants at the tenth workshop weekend of the Irish Set Dancers in Frankfurt. Photos by Andrew Podzorski

ome to the German stock exchange (the
DAX) and banking and insurance capital
of Germany, Frankfurt am Main saw the
celebration of the tenth jubilee workshop of the
Irish Set Dancers Frankfurt on the rst weekend
in November. Annie and Bert Moran guided us
through the ceilis and workshops with our own
musicians, the Killian Ceili Band with guest, Sarah
Hale from St Louis, Missouri, on ute. The ASTA
students’ group allowed us to use their splendid
Festsaal (festival hall) near the old Bockenheim
watch-tower, for the entire weekend.
As the venue was part of the University Sports
Union, we had a number of freshers, so Friday
evening started with basics steps practiced to
some lively music Annie and Bert had collected in
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Prince Edward Island, Canada. Some fty dancers
stepped out reels, jigs, hornpipes and polkas under
the green, white and orange banners of Ireland
hanging across the hall. The Borlin Jenny Set fol—
lowed and kept us on the hop, so to say, with its
lively reel step.
The informal ceili was with our own musicians
joined by Sean Walsh (piano accordion), Sarah
Hale (ute, whistle) and the multi—talented Bert
Moran (button accordion). A brilliant short ses—
sion started the ceili off, and then we went into
the not so informal ceili with the Cashel,~Clare

Lancers, Plain, Ballyvourney Jig, and Sliabh
Luachra sets amongst others. Annie kindly helped
the newcomers by calling when needed.
The workshops on Saturday brought us sets not

The workshop in progress under Bert and Annie Moran's guidance.
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only new to the Frankfurt group, but some that
were new to our visitors from Switzerland and
other parts of Germany. The Louisburgh Set with
its ne patterns reminded us that Pat Murphy’s
third book is still not in print, and left us looking
through old copies of the Set Dancing News for
the instructions. Amongst the other sets taught
were the Claddagh, popular in Ireland but not well
known by our group, and Skibbereen, as it is local
to where Annie and Bert teach. Bert entertained
and taught us about the history of various sets
as we danced through the day. Annie explained
the steps and led the demonstrations, while Bert
kept an eagle eye open for people needing help.
Bottomless pots of tea, coffee and soft drinks
helped to maintain our uid balance, while the
innumerable cakes fought to add more inches
to our waists than the dancing took off, and we
danced a lot!
Saturday evening saw the rst performance
of the Killian Ceili Band. It was led by Donal
Campbell, born in Cork, who learned tradional
ddle playing, especially the Sliabh Luachra and
Sligo styles, fromrhis father. Sean Walsh, a well
known piano accordion player from Skibbereen,
All—Ireland CCFI winner and music teacher played
alongside Jackie Small (button accordion) of the
Irish Traditional Music Archive and active pro—
ponent of Irish music in Germany. Ekhart Topp
accompanied on guitar, Christian Tewordt, alias
Quest, was on ute and uilleann pipes, while Sarah
Hale made light of blending her lively ute and
whistle in with the group as though she had played
with them for years. The clear and vibrant pollcas
in Sliabh Luachra style were a joy to danceto,
while not so often heard tunes in the lively reels
and slides left us just wanting to listen.
During the evening break, Sean, Quest and Sarah
decided to give us an impromptu concert. They
held us spell bound. Sarah surprised us all by
then getting straight up and giving a step dance
performance that was so light and effortless, it
looked so easy, deceptively so for the competition
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A step by Sarah Hale on Sunday afternoon.

step dancer. From there it was straight back into
the ceili band for Sarah with the new sets we
had learned, well—known sets and old-fashioned
waltzes. For the insatiable, there was a session in
the Art Bar, a real music pub, after midnight. They
were still playing when I left at 3AM.
Sunday saw a tired but enthusiastic group come
together for the nal two sets. The Killyon Set
from Co Offaly very much kept our attention as
we never quite knew what to expect, what with
every gure varying in its make-up. Keeping the
ceili hold throughout was another surprise for us,
making it a set well worth repeating and it was
suitable for beginners too. The Labasheeda was
a welcome refresher for those that had been at
Burg Waldeck, especially as it is danced so often

in Ireland.
This was the rst workshop we had organised
ourselves, so we were a little on tenterhooks that

everything went well.\.Everyone in our group
helped, even those who couldn’t attend, some
sending cakes in with friends; or coming early to
help before going off to work. Bert, Annie, and
the Killian Ceili Band are all looking forward to
coming back next year to lead our guests and us
through another set dance adventure.
Andrew Podzorski, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Bert Moran.
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